1893 a hurricane season analog?
By Joseph D’Aleo CCM
We are coming off the longest and weakest solar minimum in at least a century and perhaps two
centuries. We had over 820 sunspotless days in the cycle. We are two and one half years after the
solar minimum in December 2008 and today's sunspot number was 16. A statistical analysis of
the various identified cycles (11, 22, 44, 106, 212, 426, etc) predicts at least two more quiet
cycles 24 and 25, much as we saw during the Dalton Minimum in the early 1800s. Note the 106
year cycle had activity relatively low in the late 1800s and early 1900s.

A quiet sun leads to global cooling but does not preclude hurricanes.
Villarini et al (2011) showed any perceived trend is mainly with 'shorties' with duration of two
days or less. These storms are more likely to have gone undetected in the pre satellite age, when
a storm had to have a ship track close enough to the center and report its existence. Today we
have full global satellite coverage and recon with technology to estimate surface winds and a lot
of borderline storms get named.

Vecchi and Knutsen estimate the adjusted number for possible missed storm would be 15.

This is similar to tornadoes where the frequency of all tornadoes has risen since 1950 but strong
tornadoes F3 or greater have declined. Again population has increased, we have doppler radar,
trained spotters and a more aware public which account for us 'seeing' more storms.
But back to hurricanes and low solar. A hurricane struck New York City during the Dalton
minimum in 1821 (more in a post this week).
Another struck during the next quiet period in 1893. 1893 was also a La Nina year as we
reported in the last post.
1893 was one of those years like JB predicts for this year with 12 storms reported and perhaps as
many as 15 according to Vecchi, but with more impact. The targets were Louisiana (storms #8,
#10), the southeast sea islands and coast (#6, #9) and New York City (#4).
At the time, the 1893 Atlantic hurricane season was the most destructive in U.S. history with
two storms killing 2,000 people each.
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The 1893 New York hurricane was a powerful and destructive tropical cyclone that struck the
New York City area in August 1893. First identified as a tropical storm on August 15, over the
central Atlantic Ocean, the hurricane moved northwestward for most of its course, ultimately
peaking with maximum sustained winds of 115 mph (185 km/h) and a minimum barometric
pressure reading of 952 mbar (hPa; 28.11 inHg). It turned due northward as it approached the
U.S. East Coast and struck western Long Island on August 24. It moved inland and quickly

deteriorated, degenerating the next day.
The storm inflicted severe damage with storm tides as high as 30 ft (9.1 m). Trees were brought
down, houses were demolished, and Hog Island was largely washed away by the cyclone.
Several areas suffered extensive effects from the hurricane, and at least 34 sailors lost their lives.
The storm is regarded as one of the most severe hurricanes to strike the city.

The sixth tropical cyclone of the 1893 Atlantic hurricane season called the Sea Islands
Hurricane formed to the east of Cape Verde on 15 August. By 19 August, the system had
intensified into a hurricane, reaching Category 3 strength on 22 August while located northeast
of the Lesser Antilles.
The hurricane then turned north-northwest as it approached the Bahamas on 25 August. That
night, the first effects of the storm’s approach could be felt on the Sea Islands off the coast of
Georgia and the barrier islands of South Carolina. Conditions rapidly deteriorated as the
hurricane tracked parallel to the southeast U.S. coast for 161 km (100 mi) before making landfall
as a Category 3 hurricane near Savannah, Georgia on 27 August.
Pressure in Savannah was measured at 960 mbar at the storm’s landfall; modern estimates put
the pressure around 954 mbar at landfall, and possibly as low as 931 mbar at sea. This suggests
that the hurricane was most likely stronger than a Category 3 storm at landfall. Researchers
believe the hurricane was of equal intensity to the 1900 Galveston Hurricane, which is now
estimated to have been the 2nd most deadly storm in the Atlantic Basin in the last 500 years,
killing 8,000 to 12,000 people
The hurricane carried an estimated 193 km/h (120 mph) winds and a tremendous storm surge (5
m/16 ft), which completely submerged many of the Sea Islands. The storm moved through South
Carolina and up the East Coast before becoming extratropical over the Canadian Maritime
Provinces on 1 September.

The hurricane’s storm surge caused a great amount of destruction to the Sea Islands and the
peninsulas that line the Georgia and South Carolina coastlines. Some 2,000 people are said to
have drowned during the event. Nearly every building on the Sea Islands was damaged beyond
repair leaving 30,000 people homeless. It took over a month for the American Red Cross to
arrive to the disaster areas, possibly due to ongoing efforts in response to another hurricane that
had hit South Carolina in June. Relief efforts were further hampered by another Category 3
hurricane, which struck just north, near Charleston, South Carolina, on 13 October. After a
significant 10-month relief campaign, housing and food resources had been restored to the Sea
Islands. Damages from the hurricane totaled at least $1 million (1893 USD [$22.8 million 2007
USD]).
The hurricane reduced Beaufort, South Carolina to rubble. The phosphate industry that had
thrived in the city since the 1870s was practically wiped out. Rice cultivation also ceased, as the
fields became filled with saltwater. Economic turmoil plagued Beaufort for nearly half a century
after the hurricane.
The destructive Hurricane Hugo would follow a similar course as the Sea Islands Hurricane
nearly a century later. Damage reports from the 1893 hurricane are also very similar to the
damage sustained from Hurricane Floyd in 1999.
The 8th storm of the season formed in the western Caribbean Sea on September 4. After hitting
the Yucatán Peninsula, it strengthened in the Gulf of Mexico to a 95 mph (153 km/h) hurricane.
It hit the southern coast of Louisiana on September 7.
The 10th storm of the season, known as the Cheniere Caminada Hurricane began on September
27 in the western Caribbean Sea. After hitting the northeastern coast of the Yucatán Peninsula as
a Category 2 hurricane, it moved through the Gulf of Mexico. As it approached the southeast
coast of Louisiana, it rapidly strengthened to a Category 4 hurricane, and hit land on October 2.
It moved through Alabama, Georgia, and the Carolinas before dissipating at sea. This storm was
one of the first hurricanes to officially receive a Category 4 designation on the modern SaffirSimpson scale. It killed 2000 people and caused around $5 million (1893 dollars) in damage.
One final note:
La Ninas since 1950 have a 'spray' of landfalls with clusters in the Gulf, the southeast coast and
the northeast.

